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Preface
My current doctoral studies in the field of Mechanical Engineering was started in 2015 in
the Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, at the Tallinn University of
Technology. My previous background included a BSc grade in Mechatronics and an MSc
in Production Engineering, supplemented by work experience in various ICT and
industrial companies. I have always been interested in Robotics and novel ICT
technologies, so my interest in the field and previous background have helped me to
start my studies as a PhD student under the supervision of Prof. Tauno Otto and Assoc.
Prof. Toivo Tähemaa at the same time that I was working in an industrial company.
The research included Industrial Robots and their usage in manufacturing for the purpose
of inspection, measurement and quality control. During this research, I saw that
Industrial Robot control and management could be done in a much easier way with the
usage of various IT technologies and software tools. Knowing that, I quit work in the
industrial sector, then joined TalTech University as a full-time researcher and lecturer.
I started to work in the field of Virtual Reality tools development for the manufacturing
industry with a focus on Robotic Cells. During my studies and work, I have given lectures
in courses of digitalization as well as participated in and led projects. Moreover, one
semester I have spent in CNR-STIIMA in Milano, Italy under the supervision of
Dr. Marco Sacco and Prof. Walter Terkaj, where work on the synchronisation of virtual
and real manufacturing cells was initiated. My PhD work combines knowledge in the
robotics and visualization fields, and all the related projects were done in Estonia and
Italy. To conclude, my doctoral study time was the most exciting experience in my work
and study life, where I have been given the opportunity to do what is interesting for me
and necessary for industry as well as meeting a lot of intelligent and interesting people
from the related fields of my work.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Research Gaps
Created by European Commission Digital transformation monitor aim to promote and
monitor the status of Digital Transformation in Europe [1]. Key technologies being
monitored are 3D printing, Autonomous cars, Mobile and Mobility, Internet of Things
(IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Blockchain, Augmented (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR).
Estonia ranks 9-th out of the 28 Member States in the European Commission’s Digital
Economy and Society Index (DESI) 2017 [2]. Estonia is the leading in Europe in the online
public services and scores above the EU average in digital skills and the average usage of
the internet by citizens. However, in 2017 Estonia ranked only 20 out of 28 concerning
the integration of digital technology into other sectors, its weakest score out of the five
dimensions of DESI. Therefore, the critical challenge in Estonia is the digitisation of
industries, which also concerns the digitalisation of manufacturing – Estonia is only
developing itself towards Industry 4.0 (i4.0). However, developing fastly, due to small
and innovative-minded population, with high skills and experience in information and
communications technology (ICT) sector, Estonia has the potential to integrate ICT
innovative solutions quickly into various fields, especially in manufacturing domain.
To support this initiative in 2017 by the European Regional Development Fund (ERF)
were funded Smart Industry Centre (SmartIC) project, which focuses areas are shown in
Figure 1.
Rapid
prototyping
Sustainable
energy
solutions

Quality
control

Digital twins
and virtual
engineering

Predictive
maintenance

Self-driving
vehicles

Industrial
robotics

Figure 1 – Areas of focus of SmartIC
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Visualised on pictures areas of SmartIC focuses mainly on next enabling technologies:
• Preparation, manufacturing and quality control of complex;
• Development of Digital Twins (DT) and VR and AR solutions in
manufacturing;
• Industrial robotics;
• Self-driving vehicles in production logistics;
• Predictive maintenance and optimization smart manufacturing;
• Safe and sustainable energy solutions for smart industry
Those topics, especially Industrial Robotics and DT, VR solutions are crucial parts of
the related dissertation.
First essential domain – Industrial robots are widely used manufacturing equipment
in novel manufacturing. Industrial robotics is quickly becoming an important technology
that is helping enterprises to innovate while improving business performance. It is an
interdisciplinary technology that links mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and
information technology. Different methods of programming and integration are used to
add those to the manufacturing process flow to automate [3, 4]. Three methods of
programming are mainly used for IR-s [5]:
• Offline method – every large manufacturer has its software tool for
programming a robot. Every step can be simulated and performed, then
downloaded to the robot controller.
• Manual method – usage of flex-pendant by the operator gives an intuitive
and real-time feeling of what is happening with the machine.
• Online method – robot controller connected to the external control unit,
which enables one to affect robot movement online, interrupting or
re-writing the task performed by the robot.
The metric “robot density” has been adopted by the International Federation of
Robotics (IFR) to track this tipping point in modern manufacturing. For reference, in 2018
there was a global average of 74 robotic units per 10000 workers, up from 66 units per
10000 workers in 2015. Europe alone has about 99 robotic units per 10000 workers [6].
In this report, Estonia is ranked 38th with 11 robotic units per 10000 workers [6].
The share of IR-s by performance evaluation has been analysed more thoroughly in [7].
Moreover, the human-robot collaboration (HRC) ISO standard [8] controls and
regulates these different methods in a way for safe and reliable co-work between the
operator and the machine [9] Automation supportive machines such as IR-s must work
efficiently for the manufacturing process and safety for the human factor [10].
The IoT refers to the network of smart, interconnected devices and services that are
capable of sensing or even listening to requests or needs, and are able to intelligently act
on them, with the methods to collect, store and manage different data and the tools to
define and train AI algorithms. The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) – a subset of the
more massive IoT – focuses on the specialised requirements of industrial applications,
such as manufacturing. IIoT systems are still not widespread across companies. It is
estimated that European IoT is currently responsible for around 30% of connections
worldwide. A recent study by Accenture also projected that within the next 8-10 years,
the market for IoT solutions would be worth €80 billion, with the potential value for the
EU28 that could reach nearly €1 trillion [11]. Based on this information and Literature
Review in Chapter 2 were found shortcomings which are formulated as the first research
gap.
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Research gap 1: There is a number of main significant problems in the HRC concept:
• In most cases, there is a lack of human safety control and fault monitoring in
real-time systems;
• The downtime of industrial robots is high due to human interaction with it (here
considering heavy machinery industrial robots – not co-bots). The reason is the
low intelligence level of the safety system. A small disturbance causes a full halt
(stop) of the system and rebooting is slow and ineffective;
• Robots do not adapt to external factors such as unexpected movements caused
by third parties and do not make autonomous decisions between given tasks;
• The lack of interoperability: Interoperability is critical to maximising the value of
IIoT. A widespread breakthrough for IIoT systems requires a fully connected
global ecosystem, which is only possible through interoperability across systems
and regions. Recent work by Manyika et al. [12] claimed that IoT value chains
could increase their value added by 40% when different IoT systems are linked
together.
In addition, simulation software is widely used to plan IR cells and factories in general
layouts as well as to plan and modify factory shop floors with the creation of a DT [13],
which is a virtual representation of the real equipment of the factory, supported by
management and configuration tools for optimization and simulation purposes, while at
the same time receiving real-time data from the real factory.
The development of this digital representation of a real manufacturing cell can be
integrated and used to support different system planning and executing operations
within the factory layout, such as to simulate and optimise based on data received of the
factory’s overall performance. For example, the completed simulation can allow
production workers and managers to perform changes in the factory manufacturing unit
without any harm to production efficiency. In addition, representable of the
manufacturing unit can plan change and build a full factory behind hardware such as
Personal Computer (PC) without a need to interact with the real environment of the
factory. Besides, VR tools can be enabled in the system to safely educate, collaborate
with others, inspect and plan manufacturing systems on a 1 to 1 scale. Based on this
information and a more deep investigation, which is described in Chapter 2, was found
the second crucial gap in this area of research.
Research gap 2: There is a lack of DT design methods with enabling toolkit supporting
the interaction of the real environment and enabling a full connectivity synchronisation
framework between real and virtual environments, thus allowing for two-way
connectivity between various assets in the two worlds, enabling full remote control over
the manufacturing layout.

1.2 Research Problems and Framework
IR cells (one workplace equipped with an industrial robot) in modern manufacturing
demand a various set of skills and the presence of a human operator near the robotic cell
or operating room to re-program, upload software to the robot controller and make
changes in the equipment set-up. Multifunctional and adaptive to external factors,
decision methods made by the robot itself are not used to maintain operator and
environmental safety, which leads to robot downtime for re-programming. Moreover,
DT designing tools are mainly used only by the simulation’s purposes in the virtual
13

environment. Based on this and the previous chapter of background research and gaps,
this dissertation’s research problem is described as follows:
There is a lack of studies in design methods for DT, which allows for precise real-time
synchronisation and connectivity between virtual and real environments, which could
enable one to control, teach and manage IR cells from virtual environments remotely in
real-time.
However, while DT concepts and tools have already been developed and used by
larger manufacturers for factory layout design, updates and efficiency simulations, there
are still challenges and questions of how to develop for the factories of the future,
automate processes of digitalisation and why it is needed at all. As many manufacturers
run experiments on the factory shop floor, they do not evaluate the need for novel
technologies for just simulations and layout design. It is a challenge to promote and
prove that DT can increase efficiency and reduce the downtime of the IR-s, because of
the analysis and optimisation tools embedded in DT tools not used widely - it is one of
the aims of the related study, more of which is described in Chapter 3. AR and VR
technologies will directly influence a more significant number of European industries
ranging from cultural and creative industries, manufacturing, logistics, defence, robotics
and healthcare to education, training, entertainment, and the media, thus enabling new
business opportunities. The International Data Corporation (IDC) estimates that the
VR/AR market was worth about 24 billion euros in 2018 and will reach 183 billion euros
by 2022 [14]. VR/AR may not be critical technologies in themselves, but as new
computational interfaces, they may enable new applications and experiences in
Engineering [15].

Figure 2 – Industrial robots and DT relations – the gap in precise online synchronisation

The main problem is visualised in Figure 2, which shows the present IR and DT concept
relations. Even if the data from real industrial machines can be used to feed simulations
and simulation tools used as offline programming tools for the robots, there is still a gap
related to the lack of design methods for the management of IR cells. In the scope of
digitalisation and paradigm of i4.0, IR should not just feed each other with data, but
enable precise online synchronisation between real and virtual worlds online.
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1.3 Objectives and Research Questions
This thesis aims to develop and test novel DT design methods to create concepts and
toolkit, which enables full control and synchronisation between real and virtual worlds,
leading to an increase of efficiency of the robotic cell via the reduction of downtime while
re-programming it. The focuses to achieve it are next:
•
•
•

To test various IR-s programming methods and provide a concept for
collaborative, adaptive and safe for people IR cell.
To research factory telemetry and provide an architecture and framework for
Virtual and real factory connectivity.
To provide a concept of design methods and a tool for the design of fully
synchronised with real IR cell DT in provided use-case.

The dissertation intends to provide researchers, IR-system integrators and
manufacturing units, design methods and toolkit for creating a safe and precise DT of
their IR cell unit in a fast and quality focused way. Moreover, it facilitates how various
assets, both virtual and real, can be monitored using collected data integrated and
combined via a middle-layer platform to create a fully synchronised DT with its original
source equipment, enabling enlargement of equipment functionality and reduction of
downtime while re-programming. Therefore, the next research questions (RQ) are
answered in this work:
RQ1: What are the options in evaluating the optimal and timely effective way to program
an industrial robot? Which is a flexible way to do it?
RQ2 How can a concept of a safe human-robot collaboration environment be made and
tested safely?
RQ3: What factors must be considered while designing an “ideal” DT, and which tools and
methods shall be used?
RQ4: How to enable precise online synchronisation and connectivity through IIoT tools to
make an industrial robot cell fully re-programmable in real-time via DT?
The research questions are answered in the following six articles:
Article 1 is a study that had input for RQ1. In this article, industrial robot programming
was performed through different methods
Article 2 is a study that responded to RQ1 and RQ2, and made a comparison between
different programming methods as well as introduced a safe HRC concept for further
tests.
Article 3 is a study that responded to RQ3. In this article, methods of connectivity between
DT and a real industrial robotic cell were evaluated and which factors must be considered
in DT design were answered.
Article 4 supported answers to RQ2 and RQ3 combining the adaption of the industrial
robotic cell with the help of DT.
Article 5 responded to RQ4 by means of the development of a fully synchronised use-case
and middle layer for DT.
Article 6 is a study that supported Article 5 in the development of an IIoT platform and
integrating it to the middle layer described in Article 5.
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1.4 Research Process and Framework of the Dissertation
Research done during the related study combines different methodologies and known
methods. IR programming and robot safety in combination with the DT concept with
precise synchronisation are critical topics of the current study. A literature review and
development of concepts for case studies and their execution are the main techniques
in this experiment-based research. The developed concept of exploiting the factory
telemetry approach includes research on IR cell programming methods and different
connectivity methods of Industrial IIoT developments. The developed approach enables
an accurate synchronisation between the IR cell and its DT. A framework was created for
connectivity, to allow for the exploitation of factory telemetry, DT, IR online
programming and to use the developed toolkit for future research and use-cases in an
environment of Smart Industry. The research was performed from 2015 to 2019 in the
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering at the Tallinn University of
Technology. During February-May in 2017, research was supported by an internship in
the Institute of Intelligent Industrial Technologies and Systems for Advanced
Manufacturing of the National Council of Research in Milan, Italy. The results of the PhD
dissertation have been presented at several international conferences and in journals.
The main platforms for publishing were the International ASME-IMECE (The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, Mechanical Engineering Congress & Exposition),
DAAAM International (Danube Adria Association for Automation & Manufacturing),
Springer, and the Journal of Machine Engineering sponsored by CIRP (The International
Academy for Production Engineering). Figure 3 shows the structure of the chapters in the
related dissertation.

Figure 3 – The framework of the dissertation
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review combines background information and descriptions of the research
area before going to the research results section. The review section helps the reader to
understand the importance of the completed research in the dissertation and introduce
to it.

2.1 Smart Industry/Industry 4.0
For the last four years, the actual topic in the modern manufacturing world has been the
paradigm of i4.0, which means the fourth industrial revolution. One part of the triggers
of this concept were general social, economic and political changes, which demanded
changes in sides of the next application [16]:
• Time of development periods – innovations and updates should be
integrated faster;
• Product customisation – more flexible and modular product choice;
• Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) – demand for flexibility and adaption
on the production line;
• Decentralisation of manufacturing control algorithms;
• Ecological aspect – reduction of resource waste.
Another side triggered way to the i4.0 revolution was a technological push with an
increased level of automation, digitalisation and new networking technologies as well as
the need for miniaturisation on the factory shop floor [16], which means creating more
flexible and compact for on-demand production of the products.
The concept of i4.0 originally came from Germany and combines different
architectures and frameworks from mainly two domains – industrial and manufacturing
technologies merged with digitalisation tools. This is a combination of the above-named
cyber-physical systems (CPS) [17] and stands on the nine main pillars (see Fig. 4).
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Figure 4 – Industry 4.0 visual schematic [17]

As it was already mentioned – there are nine main pillars on which i4.0 stands [17],
[18]. As seen in Figure 4, they are as follows:
• IoT in the scope of i4.0 is transferred to IIoT, which means the connection
between every asset of virtual and real equipment or tool of the factory;
• Cybersecurity – when it comes to automation and digitalisation, an important
part is the protection of data and connectivity, so only those who are
supposed use it can use it;
• Autonomous Robots (AR) are essential when it comes to fast
troubleshooting, the training of operators with digital manuals on site and
guides for workers that show what to do or where to go;
• Big Data (BD) – as it is vital to send data from cameras, sensors, lasers, etc.,
there must be expertise in how to manipulate this data and not get lost in its
volume. AI is crucial in the support of data analysed in this domain;
• Autonomous Robots (AR) – for logistics and assembly usage to automate
processes where mainly people are involved;
• Additive Manufacturing – more customizable production of smaller batches
of products with the usage of 3D printers;
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•
•

•

Simulation – DT of manufacturing layout done in the virtual world help to
optimise and analyse updates for the factory before integrating them;
System Integration – many parts are not connected, while the integration of
different software and hardware assets into one create a single integrated
system, in which every part of manufacturing can be tracked and controlled;
Cloud Computing – the usage of nonphysical storage to reduce hardware
usage. All calculations are analysed, and optimisation can be done from
non-physical databases and storage facilities.

Considering all the related topics mentioned above and visualised before, all research
mainly done nowadays on robotics, IoT, data analysis, human-robot interaction, etc.,
is research somehow related to I4.0 as all those domains are covered in this paradigm.
However, researchers are also working now on an overall i4.0 concept classification,
optimisation and related fields investigation. They are also creating conceptual
frameworks, scenarios and researching the meaning of smart manufacturing [19].
Furthermore, there is the standardisation of new aspects of production, where
importance is also on safety, both physical and cyber. As creation and development
should be done in one direction – standards of creation are crucial so that incompatible
parts are not created [20]. Moreover, compliance and a hierarchical, semantical model
must be considered as everything should be connected with IIoT protocols, data flow
from different assets should be classified as well as feedback from components should
be received and categorised [21] in order to facilitate smart cooperation on site.
Finally, i4.0 is a very rapidly developing domain, where ICT, manufacturing and the
human aspect for collaboration with the machines are combined. Systematic research
and reviews are frequently released, and there is still a lot to investigate in this field [22].
A related dissertation mainly combines the described domains as IoT, Autonomous
Robots and Simulations enlarged with VR technologies.

2.2 Industrial Robot Programming
In this dissertation, the primary use case used is IR cells programming through new
design methods due to the previous experience of the author. The way to control IR from
VR [23] and a simulation environment investigation of different types of programming
methods were carried out to show the reader the importance of developed during this
work approach.
Standard IR programming is performed in three different ways [24], [25], [26]:
• Manual
• Offline
• Online
This section describes the various methods in detail, approaches in research towards
each and points out their advantages and disadvantages. The outcome of the comparison
is shown in a table in Section 2.2.4 showing the best approach for IR programming based
on a literature review.
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2.2.1 Manual Programming Method
Manual programming, which can also be called the robot guiding method of an IR, is
performed from a so-called flexpendant or joystick, from which commands to the robot
controller are sent on operator demand. The robot can be controlled in real-time, and
the robot “learns” the steps of the path on command from the operator. This process is
the most straightforward way of learning for a person. To simplify programming,
different aid equipment and algorithms are integrated into this process as motion
capture systems [25].
2.2.2 Offline Programming Method
The offline programming method is a usage of software tools, which are dedicated to the
exact brand and type of robot. The tool is very powerful for creating an IR cell simulation
where pre-definition of the precise path is done. However, the tools are usually not
flexible and the learning curve is tough for new operators. Different path planning and
joints optimisation work is being done in research to simplify operator programming
work and create auto path generation with the help of assisting software packages [26],
[27], [28]. Moreover, generic software packages also exist, which support different
brands of IR offline programming.
2.2.3 Online Programming Method
The online method is the generation of an IR path during its working process. It gives a
possibility to adapt to the surrounding environment and re-write code online, while
connected with a robot directly. Researchers use additional software packages such as
MATLAB and Robot Operation System (ROS) in order to make rapidly deployable new
systems integration onsite [29] as well as to make the generation of motions for faster
work easier for operators [24]. However, this approach is hard for new personnel working
on IR equipment as they need skills in programming, electronics, mechanical engineering
and a knowledge of sensors, machine vision and learning. This demands the creation of
an architecture of usage to make the online method programming more intuitive [30].
2.2.4 Industrial Robots Programming Methods Comparison
Table 1 represents a comparison between the different IR programming methods.
Analysing it shows that the online programming method has more advantages compared
with offline and manual mainly because of the time consumption involved. The offline
method is also complex and not adaptive to online signals for surrounding sensors.
However, with all its flexibility, the online method demands specific skills or classified
design methods of this type of programming. Thus, this is part of a related dissertation.
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Table 1 – Comparison between Industrial Robot programming methods [24], [26], [27], [28], [30].

Advantages

Disadvantages

Time for
Programming

Manual
• Ease of usage
• No need for
additional
software
• Suitable for
making simple
programs
• When finished,
the program is
ready for usage

• Long
programming
time
• The precision of
path-planning
is low
• Need for real
robot for
programming
• The robot
cannot work at
the same time
• Possible
collisions
during
programming.
In comparison with
the offline and
online methods, it
is the most timeconsuming. For
example – one
minute of robot
routine program is
one hour of
operator
programming
work.

Offline
• Dedicated environment
• Precise path planning
• Programming is faster than
manual
• The quality and flexibility
of the robot programs is
higher (modularity)
• Enables one to simulate
before real
implementation (axis
configuration, collision
detection)
• Robot downtime is
reduced - while offline
programming is in
progress, a robot can still
work with the old program.
• Learning and using the
software is difficult
• Needs its own tools for
each robot type
• Commercial software
license must be obtained
before programming
• Needed when the
programs get more
complex.

Online

The offline method is
approximately two times
faster than manual
programming because of the
ease of the tools and access
to simulation playback.

The online programming
method’s time depends
on the equipment used
and additional
perception tools. Mainly,
time-consumption is
between offline and
manual programming
methods (slower than
Offline but faster than
Manual – in the case of a
complex program).
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• Flexibility in equipment
choice
• Adaptive by the
support of sensors
• The path can be
overridden after the
safety check on the DT
during the work
process

• Skills for environment
set-up
• Special software and
equipment needed
when the programs get
more complex.

The standards methods described and compared in the above table are also being
enlarged with various interfaces according to Villani et al. [5]. There it is stated that in
addition to basic Offline, Online and various approaches of manual programming,
Multi-Modal interfaces are used. Those methods are meant to be people-friendy input
modes such as speech, gesture, eye tracking, facial expression and haptics, which allow
developed interfaces to recognise all of it in a way to effectively control the robots. Villani
et al. also introduce VR and AR interfaces and the literature of related research, but they
still state that it involves ongoing and future research, and that there is no final solution
yet.
In this dissertation, based on the author’s previous knowledge and literature in the
field of IR programming methods, experiments with new IR cell design methods were
introduced and performed with a combination of online programming approach
algorithms and frameworks described above, merged with VR development
technologies.

2.3 Digital Twin Concept with VR
2.3.1 Digital Twin
The concept of DT is a part of the digitalisation and simulation pillar of the i4.0 paradigm,
which was introduced in Section 2.1 of this dissertation [31], [32], [33], [34]. Authors
from different fields and universities have been researching DT for years. NASA first used
virtual replicas in 1957. However, the primary contribution to the definition of DT in the
scope of the i4.0 paradigm was made by Grieves [35] in 2014, which states that it is a
one-to-one scale, precise virtual replica of an existing real-world asset. In the
manufacturing world, DT is used for a replica of a product, manufacturing process and
system, which combines both. The main difference from a regular simulation is that DT
is fed with real data and often connected to real sensors or exploiting historical data [13],
[36]. Moreover, a digital representation of the factory support reconfiguration and
management processes through simulation, analysis of simulation results and
optimisation processes based on data received are carried out. However, a simulation
needs preparation, which consists of different factors in order to create a valid model for
further implementation to the real manufacturing flow [37].
The model does not necessarily mean a 3D visual model, as importance is in process
flow and the data behind it. Different tools are used to create this kind of model as can
be seen in the flow modulation in Figure 4 and 3D visualisation in Figure 5. In the figures,
process flow simulations of IR and CNC bench are visualised in two different ways.
In Figure 5, it is shown only on the process level and in Figure 6, on the visual system level
simulation, which can be controlled via process level input. Both of these examples are
commonly used DTs.

Figure 5 – Process flow simulation layout of IR and CNC bench example [38]
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Figure 6 – Capture of the process visualisation process example with conveyor,
IR and CNC machine [38]

Overall, without the matter of usage method, the flow for effective DT creation is the
same in all virtual replica design tools. Table 2 shows a summary of these in order to
make an accurate simulation.
Table 2 – The way to effective DT [34], [35], [37]

Method

Description

Precision / Level
of Details (LoD)

DT precision requirements, setting the level of details
for specific DT tasks in order to make it realistic and
efficient for execution. Both – visualisation and
process flow precision.
The import and analysis of data received from
monitoring system sensors to enable correct data
flow from source equipment should be activated and
used in the system.
Data Model and format merged by data received
from different sources and assets of the system. Both
in real-time and historical data.
Data flow and type should be the same between the
virtual and real worlds; the system should be
connected via a telemetry middle layer platform.

Data Acquisition
and Validation
Data Model
Synchronisation

DT is already a useful tool for the layout design and visual upgrade of a factory before
real implementation [39], [40]. However, the author of this dissertation states in
Chapters 3.2 and 3.3 of a related study, that DT can also be exploited in another way,
enabling full online control over the manufacturing systems for management and
re-configuration of it remotely. Moreover, adding VR tools for remote interference
online via DT simulation, adds a safety layer and more possibilities for hazardous
environments and remote work overall. This is one of the main objectives of the
dissertation, enabling precise online synchronisation between DT and its original source
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in the Industrial Virtual and Augmented Reality Laboratory (IVAR lab). An example of real
manufacturing DT in the means of simulations can be seen in Figure7.

Figure 7 – DT example on Festo FMS system – a) real b) digital [41]

As can be seen, every asset of the real equipment, furniture and all other surrounding
objects are able to be transferred to the digital representation in very good quality, which
makes research more immersive and precise in the means of simulation. The author of
this research is creating a DT toolkit, which also allows for the controlling of a simulated
environment.
2.3.2 Virtual Reality
VR is thought to be glasses for entering digital worlds in order to feel a presence
somewhere out of reality. However, this statement is misguiding. VR is a digital world
which is created with the help of software and hardware. It is not necessary to use a
headset to enter. Every computer game that has been done in the past and which will be
done in the future is a VR environment. A headset, however, adds presence to the
simulation in this world and helps one to feel the surroundings of digital representations
in an immersive and more precise way [42].
VR headset technologies have existed since 1965 and were created by Ivan Sutherland
[43]. Research has been done by different institutions and authors since, but the main
so-called boom and development came at the same time as the i4.0 revolution, as
headsets such as Oculus and HTC Vive were developed for a consumer public. However,
the expected revenue was not achieved, as the price together with VR computers was
too high for the regular consumer. However, times are changing and in 3 years, this
market is expected to grow up to 1200% according to Statista studies [14]. Every few
months new VR headsets, haptic devices or new experiences in different domains are
announced. The primary market for VR is the gaming and entertainment industry, but it
is not limited to it.
Listed below are some popular domains in the field of research and start-up industries:
• Entertainment – gaming and VR movies are quite popular nowadays, and the
amount of investment and sales in this field are increasing due to the high
availability of headsets on the market [42], [44].
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Industrial usage – VR is used by many well-known brands in order to show
production simulations and even robot offline programming tools from the
inside, simulating presence. For DT simulations, there is more precise
investigation, changing the layout and monitoring data flow from the inside
as well as robotic arms control via telepresence simulations. Moreover,
design in mechanical and civil engineering is one of the developed areas in
the field of immersive experiences [45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51].
The current thesis is focused on using VR as an industrial solution.
• Education, research and training – usage in schools with a narrator behind
simpler headsets such as Samsung Gear and Oculus GO with a visualisation
of some processes from different domains such as chemistry, mathematics,
geology, etc. Moreover, training environments for complicated machines and
cases are being exploited in the industrial usage cases described above [52],
[53], [54]. Research in various fields is being performed as well, and this
dissertation is an example [55].
• Medicine – simulations of anatomy and medical processes. It is used for an
introduction to the profession and for some more precise studies in
university clinics. However, precision is not enough to rely only on this
education tool. Immersive technologies used for rehabilitation have been
introduced now in clinics and research centres [56], [57], [58], [59].
• Marketing – companies, universities and countries use VR sets for the
promotion of some of their unique values. Moreover, modern tourism is
exploiting immersive technologies for popularising places and points of
interests [60], [61].
• Military – different haptic devices are mainly being pushed forward as well
as Omni platform development for more precise combat situation
simulations using different software tools such as VBS3, etc. Usage mainly for
training and simulations [62].
• Heritage and art – 3D environment for cultural and historical engagement
with the immersive environment as well as unlimited possibilities for the
artist in sound design and classical visual art [63], [64], [65], [66].
This is not a final list but only examples of possible usages. The main task is to show
that VR is not limited only to entertainment but it is also useful in various fields (see Fig. 8).
•
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Figure 8 – VR usage in various industries [67], [68], [69], [70], [71], [72]

VR headset usage is an important tool for person precision simulation in different
environments. Moreover, the main part of immersive experiences are being developed
in Gaming Engines such as Unity3D [73] and UnrealEngine [74]. These allow additional
functionalities such as a multiplayer mode, which is a multi-user connection to one
environment, not limited to a regional location.
The author of this dissertation uses VR as an immersive human presence simulation
and collaborative remote control tool of completed simulations. Because VR gives a
person a feeling as if you really are in the middle of an actual industrial shop floor with
all of the manufacturing equipment, it is the most realistic way to understand real
production processes. One can see and check details that are challenging to recognise
when desktop visualisation is used. VR can be considered to be an effective presence
simulator and immersive co-working tool with the usage of human avatars.
2.3.3 Robot Operating System
Robot Operation System (ROS) is open source software with a primary platform on
Linux-based operation systems (ROS for Windows is also available now) for any
manipulation with a different type of robots [75], [76]. It consists of a large number of
libraries and packages for manipulation with IR and mobile robots as well as with sensors,
although it is not limited to those. Moreover, it is integrated with visualisation software
packages such as Rviz and Gazebo for more precise simulations of robot environments.
ROS can be considered online programming tools which grant control over the robot
online.
ROS nowadays is an essential tool for the prototyping of various self-driving
algorithms for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), Autonomous Ground Vehicles (AGV)
and Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV) as ROS has a library of various types of sensors,
motor encoders and can calculate kinematics by itself. After all, it comes down to the
optimisation of connected devices and creating new packages [77], [78]. Moreover,
sensor IoT systems ROS can be used as a driver carrier for different types of devices, and
as this is open-source software, the number of developers and amount of support is large
worldwide. It can be stated that ROS can be used for all robotic and electronic equipment
which has a port or connection to the computer based on the Linux operating system.
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This is why many developers use Raspberry PI for prototyping, as it already has Linux
embedded into the motherboard.
Unfortunately, ROS usage cannot be called a real-time method because of delays in
connectivity. However, a huge community and library make these tools universal for
experiments on IR, which is a use case for the related dissertation where ROS is used as
a test for the safety system simulation on an ABB IR cell example together with simulated
sensors.

2.4 Industrial Internet of Things
2.4.1 IoT Concept – Connectivity Layers
The idea of IoT is to connect everything. According to the concept, every device in the
system is connected to the network and communicates with others when it is demanded
by the program of the device. Devices may have their own network addresses such as an
IP and communicate with each other triggering various algorithms. There are different
visions of how it should look like, but the main idea is the same [79].
Different platforms have been introduced during recent years as a connectivity layer,
and different enterprises offer their enabling solutions: local, remote and wireless.
In Table 3, one of the examples of an IoT content table can be seen.
Table 3 – IoT content table based on Al-Fuqaha et al. [80]
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Various protocols and systems are exploited in order to adjust cross-connectivity on
the factory level, and the main approaches are to move into a semantic subscription
agent-based model for better connectivity of the middle layer. According to the author,
this dissertation is exploited using mainly an MQTT protocol based on the architecture
and achievements done by related research on ontology and semantic models of Smart
House and virtual factory solutions [81], [82], [83], [84], [85], [86].
2.4.2 IIoT - Applications
The Industrial Internet of Things is one of the top 10 IoT applications where this domain
is together with Smart Home, Wearables, Smart City, Smart Grids, Connected vehicles,
Connected Health, Smart Retail, Smart Supply Chain and Smart farming domains [87],
[88] as also shown by market share in Figure 9. IIoT is a part of the i4.0 paradigm and is
based on fitting IoT to industrial needs based on manufacturing environment
requirements related to safety and reliability.

Figure 9 – IoT top fields [88]

However, this dissertation is focused on industrial solutions; the author is willing to
show the main applications in this area, which are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4 – IIoT platforms applications [89], [90]

Application

Description

Production Line
Remote and Local
Monitoring /
Predictive
Maintenance

Additional and embedded sensors usage for equipment in
order to monitor and track data on different factors such as
power consumption, speed and products produced. Based
on this data, an evaluation can be done on how effective
working time is and the speed of the machine as well as what
can be improved. Moreover, this data is used for evaluation,
gathering statistics and comparing it with the maintenance
schedule. After a few maintenance procedures, the IoT
system analysis tool can predict the time for the next
maintenance session.
Data stream and flow from different connected assets of the
factory are converted into one format in the middle layer.
Data traffic depends on connected assets, as for cameras and
LIDARs the data is huge. Its management is very crucial in IoT
systems. This is where the concept of a BD handle came
from. The middle layer can control sequences for power
savings and temperature adjustments; for example, making
power consumption of the factory more effective, while
controlling idle states.
Based on data received from IoT sensors, the ability to have
an overview of failure and safety sides of the factory, making
autonomous decisions on the re-launching of equipment or
tracking logging remotely. Moreover, digital tools connected
via telemetry give one the ability to control the machine
remotely, not being on site.
Data storage in local or network cloud storage. Access to data
worldwide and the ability to compute and analyse data
autonomously. All data gathered in one place, making
decision making more centralised.
Cameras and other area mapping technologies used for
logistical routes control of personnel/ mobile robots, as using
sensors for working time calculation of the workers in order
to analyse behaviour, optimal routes and delays in the
manufacturing process.

Unified Factory
Telemetry / Smart
Ambience, Power

Failure and Safety
Control / Remote
Maintenance

Centralised Control
Cloud-based Analysis
Workforce Tracking /
Logistics

Related to the dissertation, a crucial part is telemetry and connectivity between virtual
and real-world assets of the factory. Exploiting the above described MQTT protocol, the
author created an IIoT middle layer architecture and toolkit based on what was
introduced in this section: DT, VR and IoT technologies.
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3 RESULTS OF RESEARCH
In this section, the main results from the six articles are underlined and evaluated,
answering the research questions raised in Chapter 1.
Firstly, articles I and II study the approaches to IR programming. After that, articles IIIIV extend the study with the development of adaptive and synchronised DT architecture.
Finally, articles V-VI extend the research with the development of a fully synchronised
model of DT exploiting IIoT combined with the IR online programming method.
Taking into consideration the related dissertation research problem, which was stated
in Chapter 1 – the first two articles (I and II) are an introduction into IR’s most common
programming methods. Articles III-VI have achieved a safe and effective environment for
controlling a robot from immersive DTs.

3.1 Ways of Industrial Robot Optimal Programming
3.1.1 Robotized 3D Scanning
At the beginning of the research, there was a need to find some simple tasks for the robot
arm and perform experiments on various applications of robotics. As quality inspection
is crucial in novel manufacturing automation processes, the 3D scanning application was
chosen for the tests of IR programming approaches in order to analyse the complexity of
the process nowadays.
Experiments with 3D scanners were performed in order to find the right methodology
for handling the different types of objects depending on size, structure, and complexity
for the inspection procedure in the manufacturing processes. IR with an attached 3D
laser scanner was used in order to evaluate the test objects (see Figure 10).

Figure 10 – Test object (left) and exemplary single scan result (right) (Article I)
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Different shape and type objects were chosen, and a new non-standard routine for IR
was elaborated. Two methods for task performance were considered – manual and
offline. The offline method demands more time for programming due to the risk of
having dark zones in the scanned output model. To inspect the test objects, 3D scanning
required precise coverage and manipulation of the robot arm with an inspection tool.
Therefore, the manual programming approach was chosen and the results were
evaluated according to the time, the complexity of the program (number of steps) and
output program duration as seen in Table 5. During the programming, speed and scan,
as well as the zone were tuned, depending on the angle and complexity of the test
objects’ structure.
Table 5 – Evaluation of the IR 3D scanning program (Article I)

Inspected Object
Object 1
(Frequency
converter)
Object 2 (3D
printed blade)
Object 3 (rubber
sphere)

Steps in
Programming Code

Program Duration
(in seconds)

61

Time for
Programming (in
minutes)
60
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10

120

64

60

300

1080

Based on the results and returning from evaluation Table 1 in Chapter 2.2.4 of this
study, it can be stated that the manual method is not practical from a time perspective.
Every step of the program demanded a visual inspection by the robot operator and
tuning from a Joystick is not precise from the coordinates’ point of view. Moreover, the
testing of the program took a full cycle of scan routine. However, coordinates can be
tuned manually from a joystick after or in offline programming too. The offline method
is also not suitable for this case, as any valid 3D CAD models were available and a precise
routine could not be performed considering all the areas covered.
Robotised scanning research showed that other ways of programming are needed for
such kinds of applications, which are adaptive and safer for the operator and can be
performed remotely.
3.1.2 Collaborative and Safe Work Environment Using Robot Operation System
ROS is used [91] for various experiments on IRs. As the offline and manual methods were
not sufficient for the application described in Article I, different ways of enhancing the
methods of operator collaboration and control with IR were considered. The online
programming tool ROS was used, which was previously described in Chapter 2.3.3, to
create a safe environment simulation for an operator with the ability for a robot to adapt
to its surroundings using additional perception sensors. In this experiment, the 2D LIDAR
was used.
Before the experiment could be executed, methodology and difference between
offline and online programming should be compared. As shown in Figure 11, the offline
method is a straightforward execution based on information from the controller, which
gets data from additional perception sensors and performs the task. When something
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interferes with it, the robot does not adjust itself, but stops so the code cannot be
re-written while executing the pre-defined routine task.

Figure 11 – Visual offline programming method introduction (Article II)

While the offline programming task has a pre-defined trajectory, an online tool can
involve more milestones during the route of the robot’s path. As seen in Figure 12,
deviations are possible in every step of the program, which can have its own security
level. In details, when sonar or an LIDAR sensor detects an operator or object in the path
of the robotic arm, an online tool such as ROS tries to change trajectory to avoid it and if
this is not possible, stops the arm while the object or person has not left the danger zone.

Figure 12 – Proposed online programming method (Article II)

An experiment in a visual ROS environment was designed, where a virtual robot was
connected with a real sensor. The solution was validated for research purposes;
however, it is not ready for industrial purposes due to a few reasons:
• The unfriendly interface of the ROS – not a valid solution for end customers
• The learning curve of the ROS
• Delay in communication making communication more difficult
Based on the experiments performed as part of this research in Articles I and II with a
standard manual and online programming tools, it was stated that there is a need for
design tools which allow for an accurate synchronisation and adaption of industrial
equipment to the surroundings and which are modular and user-friendly for the users.
This sub-chapter answered RQ1, and it was decided to use the online method as a base
for further developments.
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3.2 Effects of Development of the Adaptive Control Concept
3.2.1 DT Connectivity Architecture Development
In Chapter 2.3.1, the concept and methods of creating an effective DT were described.
However, the integration of Factory Telemetry (FT) to the connectivity model of the DT
and its real representation, demands one to enable factors and the architecture of the
connectivity model, enabling dual-way communication with each other. To remotely
control and observe the real equipment of factories through their digital replicas, the
data flow of specific control and data gathering commands should be modelled as a visual
flow and schematic architecture.
As seen in Figure 13, all data from both the virtual and real-world sensors transfer all
data to the system controller, which distributes the necessary data to the virtual and real
representations of the system. At the same time, essential data such as kinematics,
coordinates and state are transferred from the real machines to the same controller.
Thus, the virtual system imports and makes visual equipment work. However, if the
virtual robot is interfered with by the operator from a desktop application or a VR avatar,
the data, in the same way, will be sent to the middle-layer integrating data imported by
real machines. This closed-loop architecture enables a synchronisation of the two
representations of the same factories.

Figure 13 – Virtual and real-world synchronisation model (Article III)

There are two ways to enable and handle data synchronisation between two factory
representations:
1. Real-time – a binary protocol is used for data transfer.
2. Web service oriented – the ability to store data and use it for historical tests
and visualisation as well.
Both methods are described more thoroughly in Article III. However, the hybrid model
of both solutions is the method of approach for the online monitoring and control of DT.
Middle-layer creation with an accessible Application Programming Interface (API) is
crucial to enable temporal time-stamped data storage and connectivity to ports for
assets in order for them to use it to analyse issues that happened in the past and system
performance overall.
The main requirements for API development are as follows:
Plug-and-play connectivity
Data storage capability
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Possibility to enable data analysis with external tools
Connectability of agents such as manufacturing equipment, virtual equipment
and various sensors in order to receive and send data.
Figure 14 shows the data connection model between real and virtual representations
of the system via a middle-layer platform, both web-based and in real-time:
Data flow 1 from and to both virtual and real systems in real-time.
Real system data storing 2 in the historical data warehouse of the middle layer
can be run via data transfer channel 3 as a simulation in the Virtual system and
used as a template for re-programming the real one.

Figure 14 – Data flows between the virtual and real systems (Article III)

As stated before, the middle layer of the DT synchronised model should use two
different aspects for telemetry data exchange and communication – a TCP protocol for
real-time, fast traffic exchange and a Web-service based protocol for data storage
options. It is worth mentioning that there are no fully real-time solutions due to latency,
which is always higher than 0, so these solutions can be called online connection
protocols. Different options such as a cloud-based IoT solution should be considered as
well as new communication methods for a fast, secure and reliable data exchange.
This approach partly answers RQ3 raised in this dissertation on connectivity
architecture for DT synchronisation with its real representation in a dual-way. Based on
this architecture, experiments were performed to find a method for effective and precise
data exchange between virtual and real DT middle layer assets to enable and create a
toolkit for research and industrial purposes.
3.2.2 Robots Adaptive Process Control Methodology
The research problem of the related dissertation was initiated by robot programming
methods evaluation for safety, collaborative and adaptivity factors. Coming back to the
domain of the online programming method as a flexible evaluation of how-to achieve a
level of intelligence for IR using existing tools and developed in Article III’s DT connectivity
architecture.
Three main components for the concept of intelligent IRs are the following:
1. Object recognition – IR should understand the shape, colour, dimensions and
structure of the object, depending on the task.
2. Object localisation – coordinates in the Cartesian coordinate system and a
geometrical depth of the object by the aid of mapping and stereo sensors
such as LIDAR and cameras in this experiment example.
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3.

Path planning – according to the data received from the sensor, robot arm
kinematic movement adjustment algorithm activation is done according to
the needs and executable task related to the test object.
Additional steps are demanded in order to execute the input task for this exact
scenario, where the robot should sort objects according to their structure and colour
when attached to a gripper (Article IV). These additional and critical steps are visualised
in Figure 15 and are as follows:
1. Motion execution – according to the track generated by path planning
algorithms.
2. Object placement – the result of an input task after which the robot moves
to the standby position, or executes the next task generated by input sensors
or the operator.

Figure 15 – Steps for solving the smart path planning of a robot (Article IV)

The setup of this simplified implementation of the smart robot planning method for
palletising tasks is tested in the DT of the real robot cell before implementation in real
life to minimise robot usage for experiments so it can execute other tasks not losing time
for re-programming and setup changes. An exemplary setup is visualised in Figure 16 and
consists of a six-axis IR, two LIDARs (L1, L2 in the figure) and a single stereo camera (Cam
in the figure).

Figure 16 – Sorting robot setup with additional perception tools (Article IV)

Additionally, the software was chosen because of it DT visualisation with the
possibility of a VR presence in ROS is described above in Chapter 2.2.3 and Matlab
toolboxes. ROS open source libraries such as sensor and stereo camera calibration
toolkits as well as localisation and mapping toolkits are connected to the Matlab and by
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this means, gathers input data from the external sensors such as LIDARs and camera, VR,
UI and IR. The Matlab toolbox for mathematical inverse kinematics calculation, signal
processing and object identification task is used. The architecture of the system is
visualised in Figure 17 and described in detail in Article IV.

Figure 17 – ROS system setup (Article IV)

However, for the exact experiment a Matlab toolbox was used – it is too slow for
real-time and online applications. In the future experiments described in the next
chapters, a kinematics module of gaming engine Unity3D is used. Even for Matlab, after
the experimental architecture was excluded for the future; its architecture flow is used
the same way; only the software tools have been changed.
A related system proposal, with the help of DT visualisation connected to a real
machine, intended to help with VR usage for motion execution and to give the ability for
unlimited use and test cases for the researcher, without interfering with an actual IR cell,
was made. However, enabling re-programming and self-learning algorithms for future
usage on real machines, as all data is transferred through one middle-layer, was
introduced in Chapter 3.2.1. This chapter fully answers RQ2 and RQ3 of a related study
on the creation of a safe, reliable and open for an experiment design tool for humanrobot collaboration.

3.3 Effects on IIoT Connectivity Framework Development
3.3.1 Dual-way Synchronisation between a Real Robot and Its Virtual Counterpart
The simulation environment for the experiments based on the architecture and concept
developed as described in Chapter 3.2 was created in a game engine platform because it
is free to use for research and it has a large functionalities list, regarding physics and VR
tools. The aim of the simulation environment, or DT of this experiment, is to be able to,
by exploiting FT architecture, synchronise real and virtual worlds using the example of
an IR.
For the re-creation of a real IR, a cell was created with the aid of 3D modelling
software, producing a virtual representation of the laboratory with all its assets (see
Figure 18). The manual of creation of a precise digital model is described in Article V in
all aspects of the technical side. It is essential to mention, that process is time-consuming
and complex, because of the aim to create a precise replica of real existing objects.
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However, if first time creation of environment can take months, next upgrades and
modifications are quick, due to the modular architecture of the environment. A short list
of most important aspects what should be considered while digitalising manufacturing
equipment, when both are created using their own 3D models based on drawings or
importing from manufacturing websites or other libraries follows:
• The rigging of the model should be performed, which means defining the
central pivot points for movable objects (see Figure 19). Usual 3D models
from IR vendors are with an incorrect central point.
• Game engine rendering is performed in real time – the models’ geometry
should be simplified for smoother visualisation and performance of the
simulation, the however main body should be unmodified to keep scale and
collision mesh correct.
• Proportions should be re-checked before importing to the simulation
environment as it is 1 to 1 scale DT.
• Kinematic model adjustment for the equipment. One robot example –
determination of the endpoints for joint kinematics configurations for
calculations of axis movements (see Figure 20), for precise and intuitive path
planning control of the joints.
Without consideration of these crucial points, the precision of a simulation will be lost
and efficiency will lack the correct data.

Figure 18 – Digitalized laboratory – IVAR DT (a, b, c – real; d, e, f – replica) [92]
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Figure 19– Robot model rigging (Article V)

Figure 20 – DT robot (left) and its digital programming clone with IK endpoint target (right)
(Article V)

To create an immersive experience in DT, the VR toolkit of a game engine was used in
order to manipulate a virtual robot from a safe and remote place. A prototype of UI was
created in order to be able to control each joint of the robot with a precision of 0.01
degree and with the possibility of bringing the robot back to its initial position (see Figure
21). It is worth mentioning that each joint has precisely the same maximum joint angle
limit as its real source. Commands from virtual UI send commands to the real IR
controller, which executes the task based on the input. However, if the operator in a real
factory environment starts a manual programming of the robot, it will override the virtual
code for safety reasons, and its virtual replica will follow those commands, visualising the
movements of the IR. Moreover, the safety aspect is considered as the real IR has a safety
system, which on detection of a person or object near the machine, as described in
Chapter 3.1.2, stops the robot and cuts off the connection between the two worlds until
the object or person is removed from the danger zone.
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Figure 21 – Digital Twin control UI (Article V)

A crucial aspect of the creation of a DT environment is the connectivity layer between
the virtual and real worlds. As described in Chapter 3.2.1, middle layers should save and
synchronise data between the two world assets. After the creation of the experimental
environment, experiments on the architecture of real life tests were performed based
on an introduced DT scheme, which can be seen in Figure 22.
The main idea is to synchronise data in the middle layer, which is labelled on the
schematic as DigitalTwinController. Its location in this experiment is locally based in the
computer, which ran a simulation application. Input from the user in a virtual
environment is sent directly to the middle layer, where data of the joint movement task
of the routine which should be performed is exported to the digital IR controller labelled
as VirtualRobotController and IR controller, which in this case is MotomanGP8Controller.
Next, for both the virtual and real robot controllers, the activities are similar:
•
•
•

Virtual IR controller calculates endpoint or rotates joints depending on the
input task and visualises it after calculating this in a virtual environment.
Real IR controller sends commands to the IR via a Local Network; the Ethernet
in this case.
Feedback about the execution and success/failure of the given command is
sent by both robots. With real – the status data of motors in joints. For virtual,
collision detection data and coordinates data in a simulation environment.
The collision system is described in more detail below.
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Figure 22 – Digital Twin system scheme (Article V)

The experiment was performed successfully as proof of the concept of the proposed
connectivity architecture between a real factory and a virtual representation presented
in this dissertation.
The environment created is a basis for unlimited research options with manufacturing
equipment in the virtual world. The re-programming of real machines and safe
teleoperation of robots in dangerous environments using VR tools are only a few of the
advantages of the system. Controlling a robot with virtual sensors was achieved – the
transparent safety wall/layer in the digital environment was created around physical
objects. When an operator who is manually controlling a robot reaches a plane that is
too close, the virtual layer will collide with the robot and stop it from making the next
dangerous movements, creating an additional safety layer for real-world machines. With
it, workspace awareness was improved by using the developed DT design tool.
RQ4 was responded to by the development of a fully synchronised robot cell DT with
a working middle layer of telemetry introduced in Article III.
3.3.2 Digital Twin integration with IIoT
The creation of a fully synchronised DT with manufacturing environment is a feasible tool
for monitoring and a fast re-programming of a machine while being away from the shop
floor. However, what is most important is the implementation of the connectivity
protocol to the middle-layer, as the telemetry data transfer speed should be as real-time
as possible to be a more precise control tool.
The IIoT protocol combination with a created synchronised DT model should increase
the dynamic and make the created environment more flexible and modular for new
connectivity assets. MQTT was chosen to be the base prototype of connectivity because
it is an out-of–the-box solution. However, the game engine demanded additional
programming and import for IIoT related tools for the experiment as is more precisely
described in Article VI. Cloud-based storage was installed to the server in Germany in
order to have a longer lag between assets connected – this replaced the local
DigitalTwinController server described in Chapter 3.3.1. The event-based and
subscription-agent model was exploited as a new part of the middle layer, which means
that every piece of equipment or sensor is an agent and sends data to cloud storage.
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To this data an interested asset can be subscribed, which means in case of the
experiment done in this dissertation, that virtual robot is being subscribed for updates
from real and real from virtual. This approach simplifies adding new equipment and gives
one the ability to send control commands from various platforms – VR, desktop and
mobile. During this research, robot control from a desktop application from Italy was
tested.
The synchronisation process through the IIoT protocol middleware is visualised in
Figure 23, where the RobotController controls the machine or robot; in this case, through
a specific API. The DigitalTwinController manages a DT model and agent-subscribe
middleware pushes data to cloud storage. Communicators handle data from the real and
virtual components in order to filter out only the necessary data format values.

Figure 23 – Synchronization process through the proposed software infrastructure (Article VI)

The support of VR tools designed by a DT toolkit was chosen in order to have
a multi-platform environment and game engine, because of the integrated physics
engine. Moreover, game engines have embedded collaborative modes such as a
multiplayer mode, where different people around the world can collaborate in one
environment allowing researchers or operators to work on one problem as well as
discuss research topics related to the specific machines (see Figure 24).
This feature is crucial in the concept of smart factories as remote maintenance and
educational processes can be performed in a DT environment, but with interaction with
synchronised ones. Moreover, it allows for the monitoring and performing of a complex
task from remote locations.
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Figure 24 – Researchers’ avatars controlling the robot in VR (Article VI)

Coming back to the traffic speed, optimisation was tested by using different use cases
adjusting the rate values by 10 to 100 Hz with different frame rates. The Quality of Server
(QoS) of the MQTT protocol, which determines how reliably messages are delivered, was
also considered and adjusted from 0 to 2, where higher values require more computation
time for the processing of sent or received messages. The experiment was performed
using two different locations via a server in Germany:
1.

Physical robot control in Estonia from the DT in the same location with the robot
showed that QoS 1 and 2 are more optimal and the lowest ping was near 35 Hz
when it was 75 ms (See Figure 25).

Figure 25 - Experiment results Tallinn, Estonia (Article VI)
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2.

Physical robot control in Estonia from the DT in Bari, Italy showed the same results
regarding QoS level and the rate showing 100 ms as the average speed was 20-25
Hz (See Figure 26).

Figure 26. Experiment results Bari, Italy (Article VI)

As a result, it can be stated that the send rate did not affect the time of DT
synchronisation as much as the QoS parameter did due to a longer message processing
speed. However, the communication speed was not high enough to rely on as real-time;
it is only a matter of optimisation and experiments with different protocols and ways of
networking in order to increase communication speed between real and virtual worlds.
With this experiment, answering RQ4 was finalised and as a result, a fully synchronised
with a real manufacturing environment DT was developed. Moreover, its modular UI and
environment enable the adding of various environments and equipment as well as
connecting those through IIoT protocols allowing for the designing of a precise and
immersive simulation and virtual control systems. The impact of this research for
academics and enterprise is described in detail in Chapter 4 of this study.
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4 DISCUSSION
This chapter concludes the main outcomes provided in Articles I-IV in two categories:
1. The dissertation and experiments’ effect and value for research investigations
and theoretical developments which can be conducted in laboratories.
2. The dissertation and experiments’ effect and value for manufacturing companies
and the practical usage of the results achieved for the everyday work process.

4.1 Theoretical Implications
The related dissertation has a few theoretical implications. These are mainly related to
methodologies developed for the conduct of further research in the field and in
laboratories. The primary research outcome approaches and theoretical investigations
are described in a way so as to be repeatable and extendable by other investigators in
the field.
Articles I and II are an introduction and as an outcome, show and compare the manner
of IR programming methodologies. Based on Article I, the methodology for using a laser
scanner integrated with a robotic manipulator was introduced and the optimal way for
programming of the chosen type of objects in a more precise way was also introduced.
However, it was not found to be an effective use of time or a safe way for IR
programming. Article II’s studies investigated collaborative, safe working environments
which can react to surrounding movements and the re-allocation of objects. These
studies can be used by researchers for an inspection methodology development base
and the development of ROS-based collaborative environment simulations.
Articles III and IV study architecture creation methodology for DT connectivity with its
real source equipment and ways of creating an adaptive, self-learned IR with the usage
of VR and AR. The architecture of creation of fully synchronised DT was introduced in
Article III, which can be used as a base for future research and the addition of modules
to every component, while the overall architecture is universal for a different type of
manufacturing or lab equipment. Moreover, Article IV introduces ways and the design of
an experiment on adaptive IR using the means of localisation and path-planning for a
sorting task. A concept of learning via the digital environment was introduced, exploiting
the architecture of factory telemetry introduced in Article III.
The main theoretical impact is done by Articles V and VI, where the main experimental
methodology introduced in Articles I-IV was conducted, and a fully synchronised DT
developed on the example of an IR was created. The theoretical basis is in the modular
framework created and open source code, which can be used as a basis for various kinds
of experiments with factory telemetry, collaborative experiments on safety systems and
equipment performance evaluation for the purpose of monitoring and optimisation.
Article VI also proves modularity by exchanging the local telemetry middle layer by MQTT
protocol and adding multiplayer options to the source environment for online
collaboration. The precision of the system is defined by researchers giving the possibility
of adjusting every model or process of the immersive simulation; for example, adding
gears to robot joints in order to investigate related to the work and adjust them to find
more optimal solutions. Moreover, the universal basis of UI reduces time spent on
re-programming and the integration of research experiments into Smart Industry
environment lab setups.
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4.2 Practical Implications
In addition to the value for researchers, the developed methodology and environment in
the related dissertation also have beneficial approaches for manufacturing
environments.
The main value of Articles I-II is in the evaluation of different programming and
inspection hardware setup evaluation comparisons. Based on this, its safer IR cell can be
integrated and a correct quality control method camera can be chosen. Articles III and
IV’s main value lies in its system integrators to be a schematic for developed solutions.
The central practical value of the related research is in Articles V and VI, in the modular
and immersive environment created. Articles V-VI’s practical outcomes are mainly as
follows:
•

•

•

•

•

Remote teleoperation of IR online, which eliminates the human presence factor
in hazardous and dangerous environments as well as avoiding contact with
manufacturing machines.
Support for collaboration online between various “client” environments.
This gives the possibility of collaborating worldwide by means of a multiplayer
mode, allowing the teaching, educating and maintaining of the machines —
there is no need to bring a manufacturer specialist on site for maintenance or
the re-configuration method. DT also supports training in the simulation on real
machines, while those machines perform their tasks.
Additional safety layers. Simulation triggered sensors can stop the real machine
making it infeasible to install physical sensors to prevent wall/table hitting.
A collision detection mechanism embedded into game engine physics can
prevent dangerous interference with the surroundings.
Data visualisation and monitoring from the VR environment give the possibility
of analysing it while not being onsite. In addition, historical data can be used for
statistical improvements and evaluation of failures in the past, while the real
machines are doing their duties.
DT gives a possibility for the re-programme machine not being disconnected
from the process. While the DT connection is cut off, new changes to the line
can be transferred and integrated into the new robot routine loop after the
connection is established again.

It is important to mention that these advantages have not been finalised as every
aspect of the manufacturing process can be simulated on a realistic model. It is then
embedded on real machines’ work process with quick re-programming through the IIoT
platform. New equipment is also easy to add by means of the plug and play connectivity
methods.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
The primary goal of this dissertation, which was aimed at the development of a DT
methodology base on the IR cell use case, was accomplished with an experimental
environment output available for re-creation for other or collaborative researchers.
To separate the conclusion points discussed and summed up separately in Chapters 3
and 4 more precisely on the theoretical and practical impact levels – the following
achievements are outlined as the dissertation’s main contributions:
•

•

•

Various IRs’ programming methods were studied, tested and experimented
on within the shop floor of the laboratory or in accurate simulations
connected with real cells in order to evaluate safer and more collaborative
ways to access heavy industrial machines for people.
Work on factory telemetry architecture creation was accomplished
considering the modern ways of connectivity models in manufacturing and
simulation data input.
Proof of concept on factory telemetry connectivity between the
manufacturing floor and its DT or IR cell example was performed. Thus, a
description and methodology of design methods for fully synchronised DT
were created.

The result of this dissertation consists of the game engine used for the design of
manufacturing layout and implementation of an IIoT middle layer which can support a
full-way synchronisation between real machinery and its virtual counterpart. The
environment support modularity created for new equipment and multi-platform usage
such as a VR headset, desktop and mobile applications for monitoring real equipment
from DT as well as interfering with it. Moreover, the multiplayer option as a collaboration
tool was used and tested between Italian and Estonian laboratories successfully.
Future Work
Future developments of the DT methodology created should be enlarged with the
following functionality but not limited to it:
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Equipment library for the final customer – can also be exported from existing
Simulation software tools.
UI adapted not only for robotic equipment.
Offline programming method integration to the design environment and
research on hybrid programming methods combining offline and online
interference methodologies in fully synchronised DT.
AI and machine learning algorithms used for the education of manufacturing
hardware – for example, on sorting a robotic task, educating a robot on
sorting virtual objects, then transferring the virtual knowledge gained to the
real machine.
Future developments have to address the optimisation of connectivity
systems with a purpose to increase traffic transfer speeds. As part of it, novel
telemetry methods as 5G should be tested.
Cybersecurity experiments on traffic transfers.
The precision of details inside the equipment models for the troubleshooting
of broken parts or experiments on optimisation.
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Abstract
Novel Digital Twin Development Methodology for the Robot
Cell Connectivity in a Smart Industry Environment
The robotisation of manufacturing is essential for automating the processes in a smart
factory. However, the solutions are mainly robust and not entirely safe for the operator
and factory workers. The methods of programming need skill development, and the most
precise manual approach demands a long time for re-programming of the machines.
Offline and online methods, however, can make a robot programmable from a remote
location, but not effective for re-programming and adaptation in the surrounding
environment. In the scope of Industry 4.0, there is a demand for new ways for
manufacturing lines to digitalise as well as for a safe and easy to use the machinery
control from a remote location.
The primary objective of the current study was to develop an immersive simulation
based on the principles of Industry 4.0 and to exploit Digital Twins concept not only in
the means of simulation but to create a DT creation methodology of the dual-way
synchronisation of real world industrial equipment with its digital replica based on the
example of the Industrial Robotic cell in order to be able to manage and control the
factory from the simulation in real-time.
A substantial part of the study analyses the developments and approaches in the field
of Smart Industry and combines research in novel Industrial Robot programming, the DT
concept, Virtual Reality (VR) technologies, the Robot Operation System (ROS) and the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT).
The experimental part of this research starts with an introduction of the experiments
on industrial programming methods for a robot with an attached scanner. During the
investigation of safe and collaborative programming methods for the operator, it was
realised that there is a lack of methodologies for smart simulations by means of a dualway simulation. Thus, the first milestone of the dissertation was the creation of an
architecture methodology for dual-way synchronisation of the DT with its source, and
safe and effective ways for the adaptive industrial robot algorithms to be introduced to
part of the framework by connecting them with physical and virtual sensors.
Concluding experiments created an immersive environment based on the example of
the FMS and robotics research laboratory, enabling the teleoperation of industrial robots
from a VR simulation. Moreover, an operator in real life could cut off the connection and
take over control. In addition to a modular and universal user interface, a collision system
in DT was introduced, which prevented the real robot in movement form from
unintentional colliding with unexpected surrounding objects/people.
A crucial part of this dissertation was the elaboration of novel connectivity methods.
Based on the architecture developed, IIoT technologies were developed allowing
technological devices from any platform such as VR headsets, desktops and mobile
applications to connect to the created environment. Moreover, a multiplayer and
collaborative connection was created by the connectivity of the laboratories in Italy
(STIIMA-CNR) and Estonia (TalTech).
The main goal of the study was achieved. A base open source solution for fully
syncronised Digital Twin environments development was created. Fully modular within
the means of connectivity and equipment, the novel methodology of the design of Digital
Twins was introduced.
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Lühikokkuvõte
Uudne
digitaalsete
kaksikute
robottootmisrakkude
sidustamiseks
keskkonnas

arendusmetoodika
targa
tööstuse

Tootmise robotiseerimine on targa tehase protsesside automatiseerimise oluline osa,
kuid enamik kasutusel olevatest lahendustest on lihtsad ning pole operaatorile ja
töötajatele täiesti ohutud. Programmeerimismeetodid vajavad oskuste arendamist ja
täpseim käsitsi programmeerimise metoodika nõuab tehnoloogiaseadmete
ümberprogrammeerimiseks pikka aega. Offlain- ja onlainmeetodid võimaldavad
roboteid programmeerida distantsilt, kuid pole ümberprogrammeerimise ja ümbritseva
töökeskkonnaga kohastuvuse seisukohast efektiivsed. Tööstus 4.0 raamistikust lähtudes
on vajadus uute meetodite järele, kuidas tootmisliine digitaliseerida ning neid siis ohutult
ja lihtsalt teisest asukohast kaugjuhtida.
Selle doktoritöö põhieesmärk oli arendada tehisreaalsuses simulatsioonikeskkonda
Tööstus 4.0 põhimõtetest lähtuvalt, kasutades digitaalsete kaksikute kontseptsiooni
mitte ainult simulatsioonivahendite, vaid kahesuunaliselt sünkroniseeritavate
digitaalsete kaksikute loomise metoodika arendamiseks, mis võimaldaks tööstusrobotite
tootmisraku näitel hallata ja juhtida tehast simulatsioonikeskkonnast reaalajas.
Doktoritöö põhiosas on analüüsitud targa tootmise arenguid ja lähenemisviise ning
esitatud kokkuvõtvalt uuringud uudse tööstusrobotite programmeerimise, digitaalsete
kaksikute kontseptsiooni, virtuaalreaalsuse tehnoloogiate, robootika operatsioonisüsteemi
ROS ja tööstusliku nutistu osas.
Doktoritöö
eksperimentaalses osas on katsetatud roboti tööstuslike
programmeerimismeetodite kasutamist skaneerimisrobotil. Programmeerimismeetodite
analüüsil selgus, et nutistu simulatsioonipõhiseks programmeerimiseks puuduvad
simulatsioonide kahepoolse sünkroniseerimise metoodikad. Väitekirja põhiraskuseks oli
robotiseeritud töökoha digitaalse kaksiku füüsiliste ja virtuaalsete andurite
kahesuunaline sünkroniseerimine, ning seeläbi adaptiivsete tööstusrobotide
tehisreaalsusest ohutu ja efektiivse programmeerimise algoritmide metoodika
väljatöötamine .
Eksperimentide sooritamiseks loodi ümbritsev keskkond paindtootmise ja robootika
uurimislabori näitel, mis võimaldab tööstusrobotide teleoperatsiooni VR-simulatsioonist.
Reaalne
operaator
võis
ühenduse
katkestada
ja
juhtimise
käsitsi
programmeerimismeetodil üle võtta. Lisaks modulaarsele universaalsele
kasutajaliidesele rakendati digitaalses kaksikus ka kokkupõrke hoiatussüsteemi, mis
takistab reaalse roboti liikumisel soovimatut kokkupõrget ümbritsevate
objektidega/inimestega.
Väitekirja oluliseks osaks oli uute ühenduvusmeetodite väljatöötamine. Uudsel
arhitektuuril põhinevad IIoT tehnoloogiad võimaldasid ühendada tehnoloogiaseadme
mistahes platvormilt VR-peakomplekti, laua- ja mobiilirakendustena loodud
keskkonnaga. Veelgi enam, tehisreaalsuses töötav ühendus loodi ka Itaalia STIIMA-CNR
ja Eesti TalTech laborite vahel.
Uuringu peamine eesmärk saavutati: loodi baaslahendus avatud lähtekoodiga
täielikult sünkroniseeritud digitaalsete kaksikute keskkondade arendamiseks. Loodud sai
ühendusvõimaluste ja seadmete osas modulaarne digitaalsete kaksikute projekteerimise
metoodika.
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Publication I
Kuts, V.; Tähemaa, T.; Otto, T.; Sarkans, M.; Lend, H. (2016). Robot manipulator usage for
measurement in production areas. Journal of the Machine Engineering,
16 (1), 57−67.
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and industrial robot in manufacturing by advanced safety monitoring system.
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Proceedings.
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